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Abstract

This investigation develops and tests a model of state price regulation based on the economic
theory of regulation. Recent studies of intrastate (intraLATA) long-distance telecommunications
rates have produced mixed results about the impact of (facilities-based) competition and have
generally neglected the role of consumers as political agents. In the 48 contiguous United States
over years 1983-1992, this analysis finds that state statutory aIlowance of facilities-based
intraLATA toIl competition is not a major force that drives toll prices lower, even when the
market size is taken into consideration. The investigation provides evidence on characteristics of
state populations, politics, and regulatory policies that have significant effects upon toll prices.
In particular, intraLATA toll rates are found to be significantly lower in states with (1) elected
regulatory commissioners, (2) Republican control of both the governor's seat and a majority in
the state legislature, (3) higher personal income per capita, (4) less rent-seeking in the state
legislature, (5) lower costs of living and more temperate climates, and (6) more large industrial
consumers. Additionally, the analysis finds new evidence that toIl rates are significantly lower
in states where threats of entry from competitive access providers and cable television are larger:
entry by these competitors may take with it the revenues earned in the markets for toll, basic
local service, and access.
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It wasn't the RBOCs that killed [Iegislation] ... it was the system and those who feed myths into the system... the
rejectionist front--namely the long distance industry teamed up with the cable business.. .In the recently deceased
Senate legislation, [special interests] had the audacity to suggest that a reseller, without any facilities investment
whatsoever, could get all the unbundled pieces from you and then get protected as a carrier of last resort. That's a
transparent scheme to let sharpies, who never invested a dime in the national infrastructure, mine wealth out of the
investments of others. Incredibly, some policy-makers bought off on it.

Phillip Quigley
Pacific Telesis CEO
Keynote speech, USTA convention
San Diego, CA. October 10, 1994.

1. Introduction.

Based on the economIC theory of regulation, this investigation develops and tests a

model of state price regulation. In the economic theory of regulation, policy-makers maximize

political support. The outcomes of their decisions depend upon the relative strengths of

I
opposing interest groups. The model in this analysis focuses upon characteristics of state

populations, politics, and regulatory policies as determinants of rate differences. Prices of the

intrastate long-distance service that the regional Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) provide--

intraLATA toll service--are used to test predictions of the model.2 The intraLATA toll market

represents 14.30/0 of the SOCs net revenues in 1993.3 Studying rates provides an opportunity to

contribute to the literature on the impact of intraLATA toll competition, which has not yet

addressed the impact of entry threats by cable carriers and competitive access providers. Most

states have opened intraLATA toll markets to forms of competition since 1983, and eventual re-

entry of'ihe BOCs into interstate long-distance is contingent upon the elimination of remaining
I ,.

barriers to intraLATA toll competition.
4

See Stigler (1971), Posner (1974), and Peltzman (1976).
At divestiture in 1984, 161 geographic regions called local access transport areas (LATAs) were created.

The BOCs are permitted to provide only intraLATA long-distance service. LATAs were defined largely
on population density and calling patterns, and no LATA crosses a state boundary.
3 Source: FCC ARMIS 43-01 reports for 1993, Table 1. Calculated as toll network revenue divided by
net revenue (subject to separations) for all BaCs and SNET in 1993.
4 No state currently allows intraLATA toll calls to be routed to carriers other than the local exchange
carrier (LEC) on a I+ dialing basis. The most common requirement is that the consumers dial an access
code, such as 10XXX, to route the call to the carrier of their choice. Dialing parity--I + competition-- is a
precondition for RBOC entry into interLATA markets in the failed bill S 1822, as approved by the Senate
Commerce Committee (Bureau of National Affairs, August 18, 1994).



Recent studies of intraLATA toll rates have produced mixed results about the impact of

(facilities-based) competition and have generally neglected the role of consumers as political

agents. While appealing to the economic theory of regulation, these studies attempt to answer

questions using vastly different models and independent variables.5
,6 One commonality is that,

to explain current prices, they all include either past prices or prices from related

telecommunications markets as main explanatory variables. While this approach may shed light

on the impact of certain policies, a concern is that all prices might be explained by the same

7
underlying factors, and these factors are what drive the rate differences among states.

Peltzman's (1976) original "Stiglerian Model of Regulation" specifies some explicit

characteristics, such as lobbying and education, that may influence whether constituents vote for

a regulator (or a public servant who appoints a regulator). Building on Peltzman's (1976) work.

the model and the empirical analysis here identify factors that measure how responsive

constituents are to prices when voting.
8

The result is a cross-state comparison rooted in

characteristics of state populations, politics, and regulatory policies. The following investigation

also incorporates more breadth in the measurement of threats of entry than any previous study.

5 'Caudill ~t. al. (1993) observe that empirical tests of the economic theory of regulation are a melting pot
for explanatory variables. They formally test the specifications of seven alternative models and conclude
that the economic theory of regulation consistently outperforms alternative theories and "rules of thumb"
for explaining regulatory behavior. Kaserman et. al. (1993) also find empirical support for the economic
theory of regulation over the public interest theory.
6 For example, on the effects of competition in intrastate long-distance, compare Mathios and Rogers
(1990) with Kaestner and Kahn (1992). On prices. also see Kaserman et. al. (1990) and Mathios and
Rogers (1989). Kaserman et. al. (1993) and Teske (1991 a) examine the (binary) decision whether to
deregulate aspects of intrastate telecommunications. For empirical tests of the Peltzman/Stigler theory in
other industries, see Delorme et. al. (1992), 1m et. al. (1989), Becker (1986), and Primeaux et. al. (1984).
7 Mathios and Rogers (1990) include 1983 toll prices to explain those for 1986; Kaestner and Kahn
(1992) include prices of access, local, and toll; Kaserman et. al. (1990) includes the common carrier line
rate (access price), local rates, and intrastate toll subsidies per residential customer.
S Mathios and Rogers (1990) find in a 1986 corss-section that states that prohibited all types of
intraLATA toll competition had toll rates that were 7.5% higher than those states where competition was
allowed. In a study of rates between 1986 and 1990. Kaestner and Kahn (1992) do not find that
intraLATA toll competition has led to significantly lower toll rates.



In particular, this analysis finds (in the 48 contiguous United States over years 1983-

1992) that state statutory allowance of facilities-based intraLATA toll competition is not a major

force that drives toll prices lower. even when the market size is taken into consideration.

IntraLATA toll rates are found to be significantly lower in states with

• Elected regulatory commissioners,
• Republican control of both the governor~s seat and a majority in the state legislature~

• Higher personal income per capita,
• Less rent-seeking in the state legislature.
• Lower costs of living and more temperate climates, and
• More large industrial consumers.

Additionally, the analysis finds new evidence that toll rates are significantly lower in states

where threats of entry from competitive access providers and cable television are greater; entry

by these competitors may take with it the revenues earned in the markets for toll. basic local

service, and access:

Competitive access providers are beginning to offer communications services that can be routed by
various switches without ever touching the local exchange company... [Offering both voice and
video services], cable companies will be able to otTer a complete alternative to the local exchange
company (Seidenberg, 1994).

New results are that state politics and consumers' responsiveness to prices in voting are

important determinants of relative toll rates among states. The measures of Republican party

control,..-oJ both the governor's seat and a state legislature majority, rent-seeking~ climates, and

elltry by competitive access providers and cable television are new contributions to the literature

on telecommunications prices. The measure of Fortune 500 headquarters has only been studied

previously in related research on the period 1984-1986 by Teske (l991a).9

While offering many new insights, the results of this analysis are in line with previous

findings. The results that Republican control and higher real personal income per capita

9 Teske (1991 a) examines a discrete choice model of the likelihood that a state altered its intraLATA rate
structure between 1984 and 1986. Kasennan et. al. (1993) also employs a discrete choice model of
whether to deregulate AT&T in the provision of intrastate interLATA services in 1988. Both Teske
(199 Ia) and Kaserman et. al. (1993) both use the elected/appointed variable.



correspond with lower intraLATA toll rates are both consistent with evidence that demand for

intraLATA toll is income-elastic in the long-run. The finding that facilities-based intraLATA

toll competition does not lead to significantly lower rates is consistent with that of Kaestner and

Kahn (1992), the only other study to examine rates over time (1986-1990). The findings on

income and the impact of competition differ but are not inconsistent with those in the 1986

cross-sectional analysis of Mathios and Rogers (1990).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical model and its

testable predictions. Section 3 contains the empirical analysis. Section 4 offers conclusions and

directions for further research.

2. Model of Price Regulation and Testable Implications.

This section describes a model of price setting in a state regulatory environment. The

model draws from Peltzman's (1976) work, which formalizes some of Stigler's (1971, 1962)

work on the economic theory of regulation.

Framework and Equilibrium

In the rna-del, the regulator has authority to choose a price and is assumed to maximize net voting

t ...

(NV) support from consumers and suppliers, where

NV = net votes for the regulator

= votes for - votes against.

If the regulator is appointed, the electorate's decision whether to vote for the appointing

governor or legislature reflects the outcome of the regulated price. Let superscripts "C" and "S"

represent [C]onsumers and [S]uppliers. Subscripts denote partial derivatives throughout the



analysis. The net votes for the regulator from consumers and suppliers are denoted as NYc and

NYS . I 10, respectIve y, so

NY = NYc + NYs . (1)

The regulator's electoral support from each group depends on the price the regulator chooses.

Consumer net voting support is assumed to be an increasing function of consumer

surplus (CS). Consumer surplus represents the value consumers derive from consuming the

regulated product, above and beyond what they pay for the product. Letting Q(p) represent

00

downward-sloping demand, consumer surplus IS gIven formally by CS (p)= fQ (p)dp, with
p

CSp = -Q(p). Consumer net voting is then

c cNY = NY (CS), where

c
NY cs >0.

(2)

(3)

The extent to which greater consumer surplus translates into votes for the regulator, given by the

function NYccs, depends on the underlying characteristics of the population.

characteristics are described below.

These

A complementary structure for supplier voting support assumes that the quantity of net

votes froin suppliers increases in profit (n):

.. s s
NV =NY (n), and

(4)

Profit equals revenue less production costs. Production costs are the sum of fixed and variable

costs, and variable costs c(Q) are assumed to increase in output, Q.

n (p) = p.Q(p) - c(Q(p)) - F> 0, where

10 For convenience, suppose as does Peltzman (1976) that ignorance does not lead to perverse voting.
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Since consumers prefer lower prices, all prices considered by the regulator lie below the profit

maximizing price, so ITp>O. Demographic characteristics affect demand and costs. The extent to

which profit translates into industry votes, NY
s

1t, is assumed to depend on factors such as

lobbying, campaign contributions, corporate strategy, and industry size.

Stated formally, the regulator's problem [RP] is to choose price to maximize net votes:

max NY, where NY = NY s + NYc.
p

At a maximum of [RP], the following two conditions must hold:

[RP]

dNY =0
dp

NY S +NY C
P P

S C= IT . NY - Q . NY
P IT CS'

and (5)

d 2
NY S c

--= IT . NY - Q "NYcs < 0,
dp~ pp Jt P

(6)

In equation (5), Ny1
p and NYcp' respectively, capture the voting responsiveness of each group to

small price changes. At the maximum level of net votes, price is such that the marginal gain in

supplier votes from a higher price equals the marginal loss of consumer votes:

IT p . NY; = Q' NY~s' As Figure 1 depicts, the equilibrium price and quantity, (p*, q*), occur

where the consumer and supplier voting responsiveness curves intersect. At the profit-, ..
, '"' I' mnply NYs 0 * mnplv d * mnply h'l h" J:' Imaxlmlzmg so utlOn, q , p=, so q > q ~ an p < P ,W I e not mg lonna

restricts the equilibrium quantity below the competitive level, the figures reflect the assumption

that suppliers have sufficiently concentrated interests that q*< qcomp
, For simplicity, Figure 1

depicts NYs
p' NYCp' and demand as linear.
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Comparative Statics.

The relative positions of the consumer and industry voting responsiveness curves

determine the equilibrium price and quantity. As was suggested earlier. demographic

considerations of the state population and industry determine the extent to which marginal

changes in price translate into votes.

Characteristics that impact consumer voting responsiveness to price.

Consumer voting support decreases as price increases:

(7)

Clearly, the number of consumer votes lost as price Increases becomes greater as consumers

purchase more (i.e., Q is greater). When Q is larger or if voters are more sensitive to changes in

consumer surplus (i.e., NYccs is greater), more net votes are at stake through a small price

change (i.e., NYcp is greater). Let the population characteristic "e" be defined so that consumer

voting responsiveness to changes in consumer surplus rises as e increases. That is,

c
NY CS.t: > 0, so

INyCp,e I> 0.

(8)

(9)

Graphic~fly, Figure 2 depicts the effect of an increase in consumer voting responsiveness. As a
,

higher percentage of the consumer population votes for any given level of output, shown as an

upward shift in INYcp,e I, a greater quantity and lower price result in equilibrium, ceteris

paribus. Examples of measurable factors that may increase the effect of price changes upon

consumer voting are

• Income,
• Partisanship of state administration,
• Elected or appointed regulators, and
• Rent-seeking,



Suppose that the marginal impact of an increase in consumer surplus upon net votes

from consumers, NYccs, is inversely proportional to wage rates. Suppose also that wage rates

are linear in income. Then

NYC - f3( I )
cs - INCOME'

The (absolute value) change in net consumer votes as price rises is then

/NyC1 - Q( f3 J
p 1- INCOME'

(10)

(11 )

Estimates for the Bell system reveal that demand for long-distance calls is predominantly income

I . . h 11e ashc 10 t e long-run. If the income elasticity of demand exceeds one, consumption of

intraLATA toll services increases with income, represents a larger percentage of total

expenditures, and results in a larger INYcp I. Figure 2 depicts an increase in INYcp I with

income-elastic demand. A lower price and greater quantity result in equilibrium.

In the Stigler and Peltzman models, the regulator is nonpartisan and maximizes a voting

majority. In practice, partisanship and whether the regulator is elected or appointed may be

integral parts of the regulator's maximization. 12 For example, as price increases, consumers are

less likely to vote for an elected regulator. When consumers are voting for a governor or
C-'-

legislator that appoints regulatory commissioners, the vote is based upon a broader set of criteria,, ,.

so the impact of price upon net votes, INYcpi, is smaller. Thus, price is expected to be higher

in states with appointed regulators.

Partisanship may also impact the state regulatory process. The Republican party often

espouses the interests of wealthier constituents. If demand is income elastic, wealthier

II For intrastste toll, L. Taylor (1994, Table 1, p. 318-319) cites studies of states within the Bell System.
The majority of long-run income elasticity estimates exceeds one, and the average over the 27 states for
which long-run elasticity estimates are reported is 1.33.
12 Regulatory commissioners are elected in AL, AZ, GA. LA, MS, MT, NE, NM, NO, OK, SO. and TN.
All other states appoint regulatory commissioners.



consumers who are represented by the Republican party spend a greater portion of their income

on intraLATA toll calls. Wealthier citizens are expected to be more active politically or more

represented in states where state government is controlled by the Republican party. Consistent

with the prediction on INCOME, consumer voting responsiveness to the toll rate, INYcpi,

should be largest in states under Republican leadership and result in a lower equilibrium price.

If a state allows more rent-seeking--access by special interests (suppliers)--campaign

contributions may enable the regulator or legislator (if regulator is appointed) to provide more

information via advertising. Accentuating accomplishments through advertising may defray the

loss of consumer votes as prices rise. With a lower INYcp I in Figure 2, equilibrium price will

increase and quantity decrease with rent-seeking"

Characteristics that impact supplier voting responsiveness to price.

A small price increase generates additional supplier votes given by

s s
NY p = NY lt1tp >0. (12)

The impact price has upon profit, and thereby voting, depends upon demand, costs, and the

impact of profit upon net votes by suppliers, Nys]t"

....(n addition to decreasing INYcpi, rent-seeking may also increase Nys]t" Greater
I ,.

lobbying· and campaign contributions reflect greater organization among suppliers, so more

supplier votes are at stake for any given output level: a leftward shift in supplier voting

responsiveness, NYSp' as shown in Figure 3" In conjunction with lower INYcpI, a leftward shift

in NYSp accentuates the amount by which equilibrium price rises and quantity falls with rent-

seeking.

Threats of entry and the presence of large industrial consumers are examples of factors

that affect demand. The presence of large corporate consumers results in a larger Q(p) and

q



INYcpi: the effect depicted in Figure 2. With greater incentives to bypass the local network.

large corporate consumers typically have more elastic demand. Threats of entry may also induce

more elastic demand. As demand becomes more elastic, the profit-maximizing output increases.

There is less additional profit by restricting output. leading to a (decrease) rightward shift in

NYs
p as shown in Figure 4. The equilibrium quantity rises and price falls. Therefore, more

elastic demand attributable to threats of entry or the presence of industrial consumers leads to

lower prices.

Production costs also affect industry voting. Consider Figure 5, which depicts a decrease

shift in the marginal costs. For the same technology, suppliers in one state might enjoy lower

costs due to regional cost-of-living and wage differences. Network maintenance may also cost

more in regions with more extreme climates. With lower marginal cost, the profit-maximizing

output increases. Suppliers earn less additional profit by restricting output to the former profit

maximizing leveL so their voting response curve (NYsp) shifts rightward and a lower equilibrium

price results. Thus, states where labor or maintenance costs are lower should have lower prices.

3. The Empirical Analysis.

Spefifi.cation Issues and Estimation Procedure.

The foregoing model of state price regulation suggests that those characteristics that

drive consumer and supplier voting behavior also determine relative prices across states.

IntraLATA toll prices are used to test the predictions of the model.

The first issue of econometric specification is whether intraLATA toll rates are jointly

dependent with other telecommunications prices and part of a simultaneous equations system.

Simultaneous determination of local and toll rates may be important in examining specific

10



policies. such the relationship between universal service and cross-subsidization. 13 The goal

here is a comparison of rates across states. Accepting interrelation among local service rates. toll

rates, and access charges. the crux of the issue is whether it is appropriate to attempt to explain

intraLATA toll prices using other prices. The problem is that all prices might be explained by

the same underlying factors, and these factors are what drive the rate differences among states. 14

That is, it is difficult to plausibly argue that a factor affects one price but not other prices. For

this reason, a reduced form is utilized here.

The second specification issue regards the estimation procedure via the type of sample,

cross-section or panel. In comparison to cross-sectional data, panel data increases the degrees of

freedom, reduces collinearity among explanatory variables, and permits the study of policy

impact over time. The time dimension is especially useful for estimating the effects of actual or

potential competition, which has increased over time. The sample chosen here is a panel that

covers the 48 contiguous United States over years 1983, 1986, 1988, 1990, and 1992. The initial

year, 1983, provides a pre-divestiture benchmark. Nearly all analyses of intraLATA toll rates to

d . 115
ate are cross-sectlOna .

To explain intraLATA toll prices (PRlCEit), three reduced form equations consistent

with th;[oregoing model are estimated. The subscripts denote the specific state (i) at a point in

, -
time (t). 'Both political and regulatory facets of intraLATA toll markets are of interest. Since

decisions to allow intraLATA toll competition and interconnection are endogenous with the price

13 Kaestner and Kahn (1992) approach the intraLATA toll market by including separate equations for
local, toll, and access prices. Kaserman et. al. (1990) use a simultaneous equation model to examine the
impact of cross-subsidization between local and toll upon telephone subscription rates. 1m et. aL argue for
simultaneity in regualation of electric utilities,
14 Atkinson and Nowell (1994) argue for a reduced form (against a simultaneous approach) on different
grounds. They analyze regulatory commission behavior as it relates to the use of regulatory lag as a policy
tool in the electric power industry. They argue that identification problems stem from inadequacy of
existing "theory of regulatory bargaining" to provide a "set of potential instruments" (p. 636).
15 The sole exception is Kaestner and Kahn (1992), who examine the period 1986-1990 using a vastly
different model, set of variables, and methodology.
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level, Model 1 presents results without variables related to these decisions. Models 2 and 3 add

to Model 1 variables that measure competition and interconnection--competitor access to parts of

the incumbent BOC's local network--in slightly different ways. Table I provides brief

definitions and descriptive statistics for each of the variables. The reduced form models

considered here are

Modell:

Model 2:

Model 3:

PRICEit Po + PI APPOINT + P2 CABLEPEN + P3 CABLEREG

+ P4 FORT500 + Ps INCOME + P6 JANUARY

+ P7 JULY + Ps JULy
2
+ P9 LOBBY + PIO REPUBLICAN + uit ·

+ PII COMPACC + PI2 INTRACOMP + PI3 INTRACOMP*FORT500.

+ PII COMPACC + PI2 COMPACC*FORT500 + PI3 * INTRACOMP

The coefficients to be estimated are PO-PI3. The analysis finds a variance components error

structure (random effects model) is appropriate.
16

There are a total of N cross-sections and T

time series. The random error associated with PRICE ib Uib is assumed the sum of the random

effects associated with the ith cross-section (Vi), the tth time series (et), and both cross-sections

and time series (Uit):

Uit = Vi + et + cit.. i = 1,.. ,N; t = 1,... ,T.
~-

The, vi.. are assumed constant over time, and the et are assumed constant across cross-sections.

The errors Vi, et , and Cit. are independently distributed with zero means and variances

cr~ ~ 0, cr~ 2:: 0, and cr~ 2:: 0, respectively. The variance components are estimated using the two-

step Generalized Least Squares (GLS) procedure developed by Fuller and Battese (1974).17

16 Since variance components estimates are inconsistent when the individual intercepts Vi are correlated
with the independent variables (Greene 1993, p. 495), the Hausman test statistic for the difference between
the fixed effects and random effects estimates has been checked to verify noncorrelation. The statistic does
not reject the null hypothesis of noncorrelation at the 30% significance level, so a random effects procedure
is appropriate.
17 When the effects for individuals are assumed random (see footnote 17), the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) is the generalized least squares estimator (Hsaio 1986, p. 34).
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Advantages of this procedure are its ability to incorporate variables that are constant over time or

over cross-sections as well as its robustness to the underlying error structure. 18

The dependent variable (PRICEit) equals the real price charged by the sacs operating in

each state. 19 Only one SOC operates in each state, and the sacs account for the vast majority

of intraLATA toll calls.
2o

In addition, by focusing upon the rates of sacs, quality of service

remains relatively constant across states. Call prices may vary by time of day, duration (in

minutes), and distance (mileage). Calls that fa)) into more distant mileage bands generally bear

higher prices. Following Mathios and Rogers (1990), call prices are calculated for each of the

eight bands used by most states: 0-10 miles, 11-16 miles, 17-22 miles, 23-30 miles, 31-40 miles,

41-55 miles, 56-70 miles, and 71-124 miles. 21
,22 For a standardized comparison across states,

the dependent variable measures the price of a five minute, day-time intraLATA telephone call

in a specified mileage band. Since there are eight mileage bands. there are eight price

observations per state for each year.

Dummy variables capture the effect of distance on pnce. Following the structure of

Mathios and Rogers (1990), a "pooling model" is employed where all mileage ranges for a given

year are analyzed together in a single equation.23 To adjust for potential correlation among error

terms a~ross different observations, the regressions also include dummy variables that capture

I -

18
When the sample size is large, the two-step GLS estimator has the same asymptotic efficiency as the

GLS procedure with known variance components (Fuller and Battese 1974, Hsiao 1986).
19 The one exception is the inclusion of Southern New England Telephone, the primary local exchange
carrier (LEC) in Connecticut.
20 The seven regional Bell operating companies accounted for 75% of long-distance message revenues
(Class A) in 1991 (FCC 1991).
21 Mathios and Rogers (1990) note that some states have mileage bands exceeding 124 miles, while others
charge a fixed rate for calls beyond a certain distance. Since some states are not large enough to yield
meaningful comparisons for distances longer that 124 miles, call prices above 124 miles are used in this
study.
22 For example, if a state charges one rate per minute for a call that spans up to eight miles and a different
rate for a call that covers greater than eight miles, the standardized rate for the 0-10 mileage band is
calculated simply as 0.8 times the short distance rate plus 0.2 times the rate for the longer distance.
23 As Mathios and Rogers (1990) note. a separate reduced form equation could be estimated for each
mileage band. Since omitted variables likely affect all mileage bands, this approach may be inconsistent.

13



the effects of company specific variations and time-specific variations. 24 The omitted dummy

variable from each set is indicated in Table 1.

Explanatory Variables and Hypotheses.

Measures ofconsumer voting responsiveness to price.

Categories of explanatory variables the foregoing model predicts impact consumer

voting and~ thereby, the equilibrium price are

• Income,
• Partisanship of state administration,
• Elected or appointed regulators, and

• Rent-seeking.

As a proxy for consumer income, real personal income per capita (INCOME) is included

(1983-1992).25 As was discussed~ the predicted sign of the coefficient on INCOME is negative.

The effect of income should be consistent with that of Republican control of the state

administration. The variable REPUBLICAN measures whether one political party controls both

the govemor~s seat and a majority in the state legislature (1983-1992), and the predicted sign on

the coefficient for REPUBLICAN is negative.26 The variable APPOINT indicates whether state

regulatory commission members are appointed or elected; this variable remains constant over
~-

198{-J.992.27 The sign of the coefficient on APPOINT should be positive. As a proxy for rent-

seeking, LOBBY measures the number of lobbyists per state legislator in 1992; this variable

contains a single cross-section.
28

These data do not measure only those lobbyists representing the

24 Mathios and Rogers (1990) include dummy variables for each company in lieu of state dummies
because of singularity problems in their cross-sectional model (p. 60).
25 Real personal income per capita is calculated as current dollar per capita personal income adjusted by
the consumer price index. All figures are from the U.S. Department of Commerce (1993).
26 REPUBLICAN equals one for Republican party control, negative one for Democratic party controL and
zero otherwise. Data on party control of governor's seat and state legislature obtained from Husted and
Kenny (1994).
27 Source of data on whether utility commissioners are elected or appointed: NARUC (1992).
28 Source of data on state lobbyists: Morgan, et. al. (1993).
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telecommunications industry, but still reflect the degree of rent-seeking in the state. Effective

lobbying should lead to higher prices than would prevail otherwise, so the predicted sign of the

coefficient on LOBBY is positive.

Measures ofsupplier voting responsiveness to price.

Three main categories of variables identified in the model that affect supplier voting are

• Presence of large industrial consumers
• Threats of entry, and
• Regional cost differences (shifts in cost function).

As a proxy for the presence of large industrial consumers, FORT500 contains the total number of

"service" and "industrial" Fortune 500 firms with headquarters located in the state (1983-

1992).29 The model predicts that a greater presence by large industrial consumers corresponds to

lower rates, so the predicted sign on the coefficient for FORT500 is negative. In the theoretical

model, competitive entry is a demand elasticity concern. As a measure of state policy, models 2

and 3 include INTRACOMP, which equals one if a state allows facilities-based intraLATA toll

competition and equals negative one otherwise (1983_1992).30.31,32 The predicted coefficient

sign on INTRACOMP is negative. In itself, statutory allowance of intraLATA toll competition

may not-attract competitive entry. Model 2 includes an interaction of INTRACOMP with the

numb~'r of Fortune 500 headquarters located in state (INTRACOMP*FORT500).33 The

interaction with the number of Fortune 500 headquarters creates a proxy of where competition is

29 Source of data on Fortune 500 headquarters locations: Fortune (1985-1992).
30 Source of data on intraLATA toIl competition by state: NARUC (1983-1992).
31 By 1992, only three of 48 states in the sample prohibit resale competition: AZ, IN. and RI (NARUC.
1992-1993, Table 170). For this reason. attention is restricted to facilities-based competition.
32 States that allowed facilities-based intraLATA toll competition in 1983 were FL, IA. MD. MT, NY, SC.
TX, WA, and WY (NARUC 1983). The only states not to allow facilities-based intraLATA toll
competition in 1993 were AZ, AR, CA, HI. NJ, NC, and OK (NARUC 1993c). Of these. CA, NJ, and OK
have since approved competition.
33 Over 1983-1992 virtually all states allow resale competition. In 1992. only three of 48 states in the
sample prohibit resale competition: AZ. IN. and RI (NARUC 1992-1993. Table 170). For this reason.
attention is restricted to facilities-based competition.
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both allowed and more likely to occur. The coefficient sign for the interaction should also be

negative.

Threats of entry may represent actual or potential competition. Cable television stands

as a viable future competitor for telecommunications services, especially in the markets for video

dial tone and local service.
34

CABLEREG measures whether the state regulatory commission

(as opposed to the legislature or an independent agency) holds authority over the entry of cable

television (l =yes, -1 =no); this variable remains constant over time. 35 The predicted coefficient

sign on CABLEREG is negative. A counterpart to the authority measure is the actual presence

of cable television, as measured by cable penetration rates. CABLEPEN contains the number of

cable households as a fraction of the total number of television households in the state (1983-

1992).36 As an entry threat, cable penetration may lead to lower rates. Historically, cable

penetration is also highest in suburban areas where television reception is poor and any

competitive entry would be less likely. If the former effect dominates, the predicted sign for the

coefficient on CABLEPEN is negative.

Another entry threat stems from competitive access providers. Competitive access

providers already compete against BaCs and each other primarily in the markets for high-

volume access, delivering traffic from large customers directly to interexchange carners.

~--.

Competitive access providers have also begun to compete as alternative local exchange

34 Cable and telephone may become allies or competitors. For example, in California, approximately 40%
of the 8.4 million homes that subscribe to cable are served by carriers that recently announced affiliations
with Bell companies (Quigley, 1994). By contrast, in New York state, Cablevision Lightpath Inc. is
investing $300 million in the "nation's largest electronic highway" and (through an arrangement with
AT&T) is offering "integrated cable, local telephone, and long-distance services to large users such as
college campuses" (Seidenberg, 1994).
35 Seven commissions have authority over CATV entry. Source of data on state PUC authority over
CATV entry: NARUC (1993c).
36 Sources of data on cable penetration rates: A.C. Neilsen Co. (1987-1992) and U.S. Department of
Commerce (1991).
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carriers. 37
.
38 COMPACC measures the penetration rate of competitive access providers (CAPS)

in 1992 as the percentage of state population living in urban areas actually served by competitive

access providers in 1992.39 This variable contains a single cross-section that is also a proxy for

the location of high-volume consumers, potential scale economies in the firm's cost structure,

and the most profitable areas to serve.40,4 I Measuring the lines of competitive access providers

directly (as a percentage of lines in the state or of the SOC) is problematic: first, a meaningful

comparison requires data on lines of comparable capacity; second, many competitive access

providers' lines have high-speed transfer rates not always available from the SOCs. The

predicted coefficient sign for COMPACC is negative. Model 3 also includes an interaction of

COMPACC with the number of Fortune 500 headquarters in the state: COMPACC*FORT500.

If the competitive access provider penetration results in significantly lower toll rates in states

with the more large industrial consumers, the predicted coefficient sign on the interaction is

negative.

While materials costs (e.g., fiber, switches, computers, etc.) should be comparable

among SOCs, wages due to differences in the cost of living and amenities vary by region.
42

As a

measure of the cost-of-living, amenities in labor markets, and of comparative network

maintenance expenses for industry, consider the relationship between wages and average

..----

37 For example, thirty percent of Pacific Bell's business revenues come from 0.5% of their serving
territory. Quigley (1994) testifies that CAPs hold an estimated 25-33% share of the high-capacity market in
the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas they serve.
38 Huber (1992) cites that competitive access provider "TCI claims that it is now the largest single buyer of
fiber-optic cable in the world" (p. 2.59). Huber also has an excellent discussion of the strategic presence of
both competitive access providers and cable carriers.
39 Sources for data on competitive access providers and urbanized populations: Huber et. al. (1992), U.S.
Dept. of Commerce (1990a) and (1992), Slater et. al. (1994).
40 In the 1992 cross-section of the data, regressions with COMPACC as the dependent cariable have an R
square of 0.60 using urbanizaiton, populaiton density, access revenue per minute, and the number of
Fortune 500 headquarters in the state as the only explanatory variables.
41 See the State Telephone Regulation Report (1994) for three recent articles on CAP location patterns.
42 One difficulty with directly measuring average wages for telecommunications workers is that a
telephone company hires workers with vastly different human capital levels.
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FIGURE 6.
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43
temperatures (JANUARY, JULY). Since living costs are lower and the climate more

attractive, less compensation is necessary for a worker as January temperatures rise. In July, by

contrast, extremely hot or cold temperatures require greater compensation. Beginning at a cold

July temperature. warmer temperatures decrease the required wage. Beyond a certain point,

hotter July temperatures require greater compensation at an increasing rate. Aggarwal (1988)

and Kenny (I980) find wages are lowest with July temperatures of 74°-82°. Figure 6 depicts

these relationships. Additionally, network maintenance costs may be higher in extreme climates.

For example, costs may be higher in states with cold January climates and winter storms (e.g.,

New York, Illinois. New England states) or states with hot July climates with notable lightning

storms or hurricane seasons (e.g., Florida, Mississippi, Texas, Louisiana). Therefore, the

predicted coefficient sign should be negative for January temperatures, negative for July

temperatures, and positive for the square of July temperatures (JULy 2
).

c---

3. Estimation Results.

Tables 2. 3. and 4 present results from OLS and the two-step GLS (random effects)

procedure for models I -3, respectively. Based on the variance components estimation, Table 5

presents estimates of the impact the explanatory variables have on the price of a five-minute

43 Aggarwal (1988) and Kenny (1980) both find significant relationships between average
temperatures in January and July, the state cost-of-living, and the wages earned by workers.
Data on average temperatures obtained from Kenny (1980).
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intraLATA call. Overall, the models perform well. The R-squares for OLS regressions are all

approximately 0.78.44 The explanatory variables also perform well and suggest that the

underlying characteristics of state populations, politics, and regulatory policies are significant

determinants of intraLATA toll rate differences among states. The following discussion focuses

upon the results of the random effects procedures. Since the mean price is $1.00, the coefficients

give the fractional response.

Results on measures ofconsumer voting responsiveness to price.

In all regressions, the coefficient on the measure of real personal income (INCOME) is

significant with the predicted negative coefficient sign at the .01% level (two-tailed test); this

result is robust to the presence of any and all other explanatory variables. 45 Republican party

control of the governor's seat and a state legislature majority (REPUBLICAN) is also significant

in all regressions with the predicted negative coefficient sign at the 10% level (single-tailed test).

These results are both consistent with long-run income elasticity estimates for intraLATA toll

that reveal predominantly elastic demand. As income rises, the model predicts the equilibrium

price will fall when demand is income elastic. With income elastic demand, wealthier

consum~rs who are represented by the Republican party spend a greater portion of their income

r-

on intraLATA toll calls. Wealthier citizens are expected to be more active politically or more

represented in states where state government is controlled by the Republican party. At the mean

real personal income per capita of nearly $13,000, a one percent increase corresponds to toll

rates that are between 0.680/0 and 0.76% lower. States with Republican party control of the

44 Orthoganality conditions prevent calculation ofR-square statistics with two-step GLS.
45 The coefficient sign on income differs from the finding of Mathios and Rogers (1990): their result
corresponds to income inelastic demand but may be an artifact of cross-secitonal analysis. For example.
L. Taylor (1994, pp. 326-327) cites Stuntebeck (1976) who finds income inelastic demand when looking at
a cross-section sample but finds income elastic demand in a pooled sample.
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governor's seat and the state legislature have toll rates that are 4% lower than states controlled

by Democrats.

Rent-seeking and whether regulatory commissioners are appointed or elected also play

significant roles in determining rate differences among states. The measure of rent-seeking,

LOBBY, is significant at the 8% and 9% levels in models 2 and 3 only. If a state allows more

rent-seeking--access by special interests (suppliers)--campaign contributions may enable the

regulator or legislator (if regulator is appointed) to provide more information via advertising and

thereby defray the potential loss of consumer votes as prices rise. IntraLATA toll rates are an

estimated 1.6%-2% higher in states with about six additional lobbyists per legislator.

As predicted, states with appointed regulators have intraLATA toll rates that are 40/0-50/0

higher. For single-tailed tests in the three models, APPOINT is significant at the 4%-7%)

levels.
46

Consumers are Jess likely to vote for an elected regulator as prices increase. When

consumers are voting for a governor or legislator that appoints regulatory commissioners. the

vote is based upon a broader set of criteria, so the impact of the intraLATA toll rate upon net

votes by consumers is smaller. This finding suggests that elected regulators may be more

sensitive to constituents' concern for price and raises the issue of whether these same states have

experie;ced lower quality or slower adoption of new technologies. Finding that elected

r-

regulators may be more sensitive to constituents is also consistent with recent empirical evidence

on political accountability.47

46 Regulatory commissioners are elected in AL, AZ. GA, LA, MS, MT, NE, NM, NO, OK, SO. and TN.
All other states appoint regulatory commissioners.
47 Schmidt et. a1. (1992) finds evidence of electoral accountability in U.S. Senate races, and Francis et. al.
(1994) finds evidence of "retrospective voting" behavior by constituents, i.e., voters remember the voting
record of House members in deciding whether to vote for them in Senate campaigns.
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Results on measures ofsupplier voting responsiveness to price.

Average January temperatures (JANUARY) have a significantly negative impact upon

toll rates at the 4% level (single-tailed test) in model 1; JANUARY narrowly misses 10%

significance in models 2 and 3. This result reflects that wages due to differences in the cost of

living and amenities vary by region, and network maintenance expenses may be lower in states

with relatively warmer winter climates. In states where the temperature is 13 0 warmer on

average in January, toll rates are 2%-3% lower. By comparison, July temperatures have a

significantly negative impact on toll rates, and the squared July temperature is significantly

positive as predicted (all at the 5% level in models I and 2 and 10% levels in model 3). The

lowest toll rates occur in states where July temperatures are about 80 0
• This is consistent with

the range of 740 to 82 0 found in Aggarwal (1988) and Kenny (1980), which relate average July

temperatures to wages. Extreme temperatures in either direction away from 800 correspond to

progressively higher toll rates. Beginning at 800
, states where average July temperatures are

about five degrees warmer or cooler (one standard deviation) have toll rates that are roughly 1%-

1.5% higher. Average July temperatures also capture differences in wages and amenities across

states. A standard deviation change in January temperature has a larger impact upon toll prices

~-

than it does for July temperatures; this result also is consistent with the finding of Kenny (1980)
,...

that July temperatures correspond to smaller wage differentials than do January temperatures.

The number of Fortune 500 headquarters located in the state, FORT500, has a

significantly negative impact (at the 2% level for a single-tailed test) upon intraLATA toll rates

in models 1 and 2. Large industrial consumers have greater incentives to bypass the local

network, and so have more elastic demand. The model predicts that more elastic demand leads
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to lower rates. An additional 29 Fortune 500 headquarters located III the state (one standard

deviation) corresponds to toll rates that are 3.7% to 5.1 % lower. 48

Threats ofEntry.

The most direct measure of potential competition in the intraLATA toll market, statutory

allowance of facilities-based intraLATA toll competition, produces the weakest results.

Models 2 and 3 include the status of competition in the state, INTRACOMP. Model 2 also

includes the interaction of the competition status with the number of Fortune 500 headquarters in

the state (INTRACOMP*FORT500). Statutory allowance of facilities-based intraLATA toll

competition and its interaction with FORT500 have the predicted negative signs, but neither is

significant.49 Lack of support for the hypothesis that statutory allowance of intraLATA toll

competition leads to lower rates is consistent with the findings of Kaestner and Kahn (1992), the

only other study of intraLATA toll that examines intraLATA toll rates over multiple years. An

explanation for these results may be that the absence of 1+ dialing parity (the ability of

consumers to choose any carrier to deliver a call placed by dialing 1+ (area code) + number) in

intraLATA toll competition has prevented competitors (primarily interexchange carriers) from

making substantial inroads into the market.

r-
In contrast to the weak results on the status of intraLATA toll competition, threats of

entry from cable television and competitive access providers have larger impacts. Cable

providers, who are well positioned through consortia with competitive access providers, cellular

providers, and PCS radio services (Huber (1992), p. 2.63), may be perceived as greater threats

when the state regulatory commission has authority over cable entry. State commissions with

48 Calculations for models 2 and 3 inlcude the impact of interactions with other variables.
49 The results on COMP, FORT500, and the interaction of the two are robust to whether the variables are

inserted together or separately.



authority over cable television also may have a broader scope of total authority. The authority

measure, CABLEREG is significant at the 0.2% level (single-tail test) in all regressions and

corresponds to toll rates that are between 10% and 18% lower, or about $0.10 to $0.18 on an

average-distance, five-minute call. In contrast to the authority measure, cable penetration rates

(CABLEPEN) are not significant; this is not surprising since, as discussed, cable penetration

rates entail the aforementioned offsetting effects.

States where competitive access providers are more active also have significantly lower

intraLATA toll rates. COMPACC measures the penetration rate of competitive access providers

in 1992 and is significant at the 7% and 10% levels in models 2 and 3, respectively (single-tailed

test). By itself in model 2, COMPACC corresponds to toll rates that are 3.3% lower when

competitive access providers serve urban areas that constitute an additional 23% of the state

population. Model 3 also interacts competitive access provider penetration rates with the

number of Fortune 500 headquarters in the state (COMPACC*FORT500). The interaction is

significant with a negative coefficient at the 0.2% level (single-tailed test). Including the

interaction, toll rates are 6.1 % lower when competitive access providers serve urban areas that

constitute an additional 23% of the state population. These results suggest that the threat of

entry bycompetitive access providers most strongly corresponds to lower intraLATA toll rates

,...
when entry occurs in large urban areas. Intuitively, the largest urban areas are where competitive

access providers will first expand from access into intraLATA toll markets. Over time and with

expanded interconnection the measurable impact of competitive access providers should become

even greater.

In comparison of the results on intraLATA toll competition and threats of entry, it

appears that BOC intraLATA toll prices are lower in response to the long-term consequences of

potential entry from competitive access providers and convergence with cable. To see why this



might be the case. consider the fact that the largest current competitors in intraLATA toll are

interexchange carriers (lXCs). Even with eventual 1+ dialing competition, the most IXes alone

can capture is a substantial market share. By contrast, the entry of competitive access providers,

cable, and consortia of these two with interexchange carriers poses a formidable threat to the

BOC's total revenue stream. Market share lost to these competitors may take with it the

revenues presently earned from toll, basic local service and access.

Results ofDummy Variables.

The regressions include three sets of dummy variables to capture the effects of the

distance sensitivity of prices, company specific variations, and time-specific variations. The

estimated coefficients for the dummy variables on the different mileage bands are all significant

at the 0.01% level. Since prices increase with distance, the negative coefficients on each of the

remaining mileage bands represent the percentages by which the mean price for the band is

lower than that for the 71-124 band. For example, the price for a five-minute day-time call in the

56-70 miles band is approximately 9.4% lower than a call in the 71-124 band. A call in the 0-10

mileage band is approximately 970/0 less expensive than one in the 71-124 mileage band.

SImilarly, dummy variables for each year indicate that prices between 1983 and 1988

....
were significantly (at the .01 % level) higher in real terms than those in 1992. Between 1983 and

1988, the price of a five-minute call declined approximately 5% annually. In 1990, however,

the downward price trend halted. The insignificant dummy variable for 1990 suggests that 1992

prices are approximately one percent higher than those in 1990.

Finally, the dummy variables for each company (AMERITECH,... ,USWEST) are all

significant at the 20/0 level (single-tailed test). The estimated coefficients on the company-

specific dummy variables are all relative to the excluded company, Southern New England
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Telephone. Relative to Connecticut, US West states have by far the lowest prices: roughly 530/0

to 57% lower. This result is consistent with the findings of Teske (1991 b). Teske explains how

US West "correctly perceived that the political environment in which they operated differed

greatly from that in the rest of the country and that a deregulatory strategy was appropriate"

(p. 235). Controlling for other differences across states, the results here on US WEST suggest

that consumers of intraLATA toll have benefited over time from US Wes(s strategy. For

example, while real prices remained constant for the 0-10 mile band between 1983 and 1992,

those for US West states declined 22%. While the average real price over all mileage bands fell

13.6% over the entire sample, that for US West states fell 31 %. It is not clear why deregulation

encouraged by US West need result in lower rates~ it may be that local service rates are higher in

these states. After US West, Ameritech and Southwestern Bell states have the next lowest toll

rates, roughly 35%-370/0 lower than those in Connecticut. BellSouth, Pacific Bell. and NYNEX

follow last with rates that are 19%-32% lower than those in Connecticut.

4. Conclusions.

This research has developed and tested a stylized model of price setting In a state

regulatof'ry environment. Empirical investigation of intraLATA toll prices (1983-1992) strongly

r
suggests that underlying characteristics of state populations, politics. and regulation, are

significant determinants of intraLATA toll rate differences among states. This analysis finds that

state statutory allowance of facilities-based intraLATA toll competition is not a major force that

drives toll prices lower, even when the market size is taken into consideration~ this result might

be explained by the absence of 1+ intraLATA toll dialing parity. The investigation provides new

evidence on characteristics of state populations, politics, and regulatory policies that have

significant effects upon toll prices. In particular. intraLATA toll rates are found to be



significantly lower in states with (I) elected regulatory commissioners, (2) Republican control of

both the governor's seat and a majority in the state legislature, (3) higher personal income per

capita, (4) less rent-seeking in the state legislature, (5) lower costs of living and more temperate

climates, and (6) more large industrial consumers. Additionally, the analysis finds evidence that

toll rates are significantly lower in states where threats of entry from competitive access

providers and cable television are larger; entry by these competitors may take with it the

revenues earned in the markets for toll, basic local service, and access.

This investigation opens the door to numerous directions of future research. A

promising direction for analysis is a detailed study of comparative performance by elected and

appointed commissioners. Findings here suggest that elected regulators may be more sensitive to

constituents' concern for price; this raises the issue of whether these same states have

experienced lower quality or slower adoption of new technologies. With data on rent-seeking

specifically by regulated industries, it would be interesting also to examine whether rent-seeking

is significantly greater in states with appointed or elected regulatory commissioners.

Another direction for research is a detailed analysis of the relationship between state

commission authority and regulatory policy. More specifically, among state commissions of

compar;ble size and budgetary resources, it would be insightful to know what factors most
,.

contribute to lower rates, e.g., scope of authority, stringency in monitoring (auditing), choice of

regulatory techniques and policies.

From the results here, it is not clear that present forms of intraLATA toll competition

drive rates lower. A more detailed examination of the respective roles of cable and competitive

access providers is necessary. With data that provide greater industry detail, including

technology measures, it should be possible to gain more insight into the relationships among

threats of entry, costs, and local exchange carriers. Factors external to this model, such as
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changes in technology, regulatory regImes, or reductions in Federal access charges that are

passed through to the state level (and reflected through lower intraLATA toll access charges)

. 50,51
also deserve attentIon.

50
Donald and Sappington (1994) examine determinants of state adoption of incentive regulation.

Greenstein et. aI. (1994) focus on the impact of incentive regulation upon technological deployment.
51 A similar debate exists over prices in the interLATA market. While interLATA prices have declined
since divestiture, many argue that prices could fall much further if not for an oligopolistic market structure:
see Huber (1992). Greater competition. reductions in Federal access charges, and technological
improvement (cost reductions) are all factors in explaining existing rates and in determining future policy.
See Sievers (1994), Hall (1993), and Taylor (1992).
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TABLE 1. Variables Used To Explain IntraLATA Toll Rates.

Variable Definition Mean Std. Dev.

APPOINT = I if regulators appointed. =-1 otherwise 0.50 0.87

CABLEPEN Cable penetration rate as fraction of television households 0.51 0.12

CABLEREG = I if PUC has authority over CATV entry, =- I otherwise -0.75 0.66

COMPACC Competitive access provider penetration rate (1992) 0.20 0.23

COMPACC*FORT500 Interaction of CAP penetration rate with Fortune 500 HQs 8.40 17.95
FORT500 Number of Fortune 500 headquarters in state 20.53 28.67
INCOME Real personal income per capita ($) 12937 2134
INTRACOMP = I if state permits facilities-based intraLATA toll competiton. 0.00 1.00

=- I otherwise

INTRACOMP* FORT500 Interaction intraLATA toll competition status with Fortune 500 HQs 2.22 35.20
JANUARY Average January temperature for state 27.17 13.00
JULY Average July temperature for state 75.48 5.15
JULY2 Square of average July temperature for state 5723 798
LOBBY Number of lobbyists per legislator (199 I) 6.04 5.47
PRICE Real price of intraLATA long-distance call ($) 1.00 0.44

REPUBLICAN = I if Republican governor and majority state legislature -0.23 0.61
= 0 if parties (DIR) split governor and majority state legislature.
=-1 if Democratic governor and majority state legislature

AMERITECH = I if state is part of Ameritech. =0 otherwise 0.10 0.31

BELLAT = I if state is part of Bell Atlantic. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

BELLSTH = I if state is part of BellSouth. =0 otherwise 0.19 0.39

NYNEX = I if state is part ofNYNEX. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

PACTEL = I if state is pan of Pacific-Telesis. =0 otherwise 0.04 0.20

SWBELL = I if state is pan of Southwestern Bell. =0 otherwise 0.10 0.31

US WEST = I if state is part of U.S. West. =0 otherwise 0.29 0.45

SNET-DROP* = I if state is CT. =0 otherwise 0.02 0.14

0-10 MI = I if call is between 0 and 10 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

11-16 MI = I if call is between 11 and 16 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

17-22 MI = I if call is between 17 and 22 miles. = 0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

23-30 MI = I if call is between 23 and 30 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

31-40~I = I if call is between 31 and 40 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

41-55 MI = I if call is between 41 and 55 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

56-~ MI =1 if call is between 56 and 70 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

71-124 MI-DROP* = I if call is between 71 and 124 miles. =0 otherwise 0.13 0.33

1983 =1 if year is 1983. =0 otherwise 0.20 0.40

1986 =1 if year is 1986. =0 otherwise 0.20 0.40

1988 = I if year is 1988. =0 otherwise 0.20 0.40

1990 = I if year is 1990. = 0 otherwise 0.20 0.40

1992-DROP* = I if year is 1992. =0 otherwise 0.20 0.40

* Variable dropped in all regressions.



TABLE 2. Regression Results for IntraLATA Toll Rate Regression Model L

Estimation Method: OLS Estimation Method Fuller-Battese

Variable Estimate Std. Error t Statistic Prob>ITI

APPOINT 0.0222 0.0075 2.9660 0.0031

CABLEPEN -0.1334 0.0782 -1.7050 0.0883

CABLEREG -0.0493 0.0094 -5.2530 0.0001

FORTSOO -0.0017 0.0002 -7.1190 0.0001

INCOME -0.0001 4.08E-06 -15.6890 0.0001

JANUARY -0.0025 0.0007 -3.7390 0.0002

JULY -0.1041 0.0261 -3.9820 0.0001

JULY2 0.0006 0.0002 3.8210 0.0001

LOBBY 0.0028 0.0012 2.3150 0.0207

REPUBLICAN -0.0249 0.0089 -2.7930 0.0053

AMERITECH -0.4442 0.0449 -9.8930 0.0001

BELLAT -0.3118 0.0415 -7.5090 0.0001

BELLSTH -0.3956 0.0502 -7.8860 0.0001

NYNEX -0.2708 0.0418 -6.4740 0.0001

PACTEL -0.3626 0.0511 -7.1010 0.0001

SWBELL -0.4309 0.0485 -8.8800 0.0001

USWEST -0.6182 0.0469 -13.1920 0.0001

0-10 MI -0.9719 0.0190 -51.l940 0.0001

11-16 MI -0.8020 0.0190 -42.2430 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6767 0.0190 -35.6460 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4969 0.0190 -26.1760 0.0001

31-40 MI -0.3598 0.0190 -18.9500 0.0001

41-55 MI -0.2258 0.0190 -11.8940 0.0001

56-70 MI -0.1006 0.0190 -5.2990 0.0001

1983 0.3039 0.0255 11.8950 0.0001

1986 0.3206 0.0185 17.3100 0.0001

1988 0.2399 0.0160 14.9480 0.0001

1990 0.1008 0.0151 6.6680 0.0001

INTERCEPT 6.8007 1.0303 6.6010 0.0001

Variable Estimate Std. Error t Statistic Prob>ITI

APPOINT 0.0222 0.0143 1.5598 0.1190

CABLEPEN 0.0428 0.1406 0.3041 0.7610

CABLEREG -0.0523 0.0179 -2.9172 0.0036

FORT500 -0.0018 0.0005 -4.0658 0.0001

INCOME -0.0001 7.61 E-06 -7.6800 0.0001

JANUARY -0.0023 0.0013 -1.8279 0.0677

JULY -0.0896 0.0498 -1.7980 0.0723

JULY2 0.0006 0.0003 1.7341 0.0831

LOBBY 0.0027 0.0023 1.1665 0.2436

REPUBLICAN -0.0206 0.0135 -1.5294 0.1263

AMERITECH -0.3903 0.0847 -4.6092 0.0001

BELLAT -0.2880 0.0791 -3.6398 0.0003

BELLSTH -0.3526 0.0953 -3.6982 0.0002

NYNEX -0.2309 0.0791 -2.9185 0.0036

PACTEL -0.3221 0.0967 -3.3320 0.0009

SWBELL -0.3887 0.0922 -4.2181 0.0001

USWEST -0.5684 0.0884 -6.4325 0.0001

0-10 MI -0.9709 0.0137 -70.8305 0.0001

11-16 MI -0.7941 0.0141 -56.3823 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6725 0.0142 -47.5119 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4644 0.0139 -33.3332 0.0001

31-40 MI -0.3285 0.0138 -23.7611 0.0001

41-55 MI -0.2260 0.0135 -16.7031 0.0001

56-70 MI -0.0943 0.0131 -7.1858 0.0001

1983 0.3616 0.0446 8.1125 0.0001

1986 0.2327 0.0293 7.9324 0.0001

1988 0.1009 0.0231 4.3635 0.0001

1990 -0.0119 0.0169 -0.7086 0.4787

INTERCEPT 6.0417 1.9599 3.0827 0.0021

n = 1920

Root MgE 0.20797 R-square 0.7824

Dep Mean 1.00361 Adj R-sq 0.7792

,.
F Value Prob>F

242.818 0.0001

Number of Cross Sections 384

Time Series Length 5

Variance Component for Cross Sections

Variance Component for Time Series

Variance Component for Error

0.026216

0.000008

0.0 17989

SSE

MSE

36.10192

0.019091

DFE 1891

Root MSE 0138172



TABLE 3. Regression Results for IntraLATA Toll Rate Regression Model 2.

Estimation Method OLS Estimation Method Fuller-Battese

Variable Estimate Std Error t Statistic Prob>ITI

APPOINT 0.0259 0.0076 3.3910 0.0007

CABLEPEN -0.1803 0.0813 -2.2170 0.0268

CABLEREG -0.0683 0.0126 -5.4400 0.0001

COMPACC -0.1374 0.0513 -2.6790 0.0074

FORT500 -0.0011 0.0003 -3.3960 0.0007

INCOME -0.0001 4.76E-06 -12.3630 0.0001

INTRACOMP 0.0041 0.0076 0.5320 0.5946

INTRACOMP*FORT500 -0.0004 0.0002 -1.6940 0.0904

JANUARY -0.0019 0.0007 -2.6120 0.0091

JULY -0.0984 0.0266 -3.7040 0.0002

JULY2 0.0006 0.0002 3.6100 0.0003

LOBBY 0.0034 0.0012 2.7730 0.0056

REPUBLICAN -0.0254 0.0090 -2.8190 0.0049

AMERITECH -0.3969 0.0476 -8.3460 0.0001

BELLAT -0.2592 0.0452 -5.7350 0.0001

BELLSTH -0.3721 0.0509 -7.3140 0.0001

NYNEX -0.2144 0.0463 -4.6280 0.0001

PACTEL -0.3818 0.0515 -7.4190 0.0001

SWBELL -0.4070 0.0492 -8.2710 0.0001

USWEST -0.5667 0.0503 -11.2580 0.0001

0-10 MI -0.9719 0.0190 -51.2850 0.0001

11-16 MI -0.8020 0.0190 -42.3180 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6767 0.0190 -35.7100 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4969 0.0190 -26.2220 0.0001

31-40 MI -0.3598 0.0190 -18.9840 0.0001

41-55 MI -0.2258 0.0190 -11.9150 0.0001

56-70 MI -0.1006 0.0190 -5.3080 0.0001
1983 0.3003 0.0265 11.3480 0.0001
1986 0.3164 0.0192 16.5030 0.0001

1988 0.2378 0.0164 14.4750 0.0001

1990 0.1002 0.0152 6.5930 0.0001

INTERCEPT 6.4321 1.0527 6.1100 0.0001

Variable Estimate Std. Error t Statistic Prob>ITI

APPOINT 0.0260 0.0145 1.7918 0.0733

CABLEPEN -0.0058 0.1460 -0.0394 0.9686

CABLEREG -0.0744 0.0230 -3.2353 0.00\2

COMPACC -0. \422 0.095\ -1.4960 0.\348

FORT500 -0.0012 0.0006 -2.1423 0.0323

INCOME -0.000\ 8.73E-06 -6.0396 0.0001

INTRACOMP -0.0030 0.0109 -0.2760 0.7825

INTRACOMP* FORT500 -0.0002 0.0004 -0.6605 0.5090

JANUARY -0.0016 0.00\4 -\.I 995 0.2305

JULY -0.0853 0.0505 -1.6899 0.0912
JULY2 0.0005 0.0003 1.6470 0.0997

LOBBY 0.0035 0.0024 \.4662 0.1428

REPUBLICAN -0.021 \ 0.0135 -1.5653 0.\ \77

AMERITECH -0.3446 0.089\ -3.8689 0.0001

BELLAT -0.2359 0.0852 -2.7706 0.0057

BELLSTH -0.3296 0.0964 -3.4203 0.0006

NYNEX -0. \ 789 0.0857 -2.0871 0.0370

PACTEL -0.3429 0.0975 -3.5183 0.0004

SWBELL -0.3685 0.0932 -3.9540 0.0001

USWEST -0.5 \80 0.0934 -5.5439 0.0001

0-\0 MI -0.9709 0.0137 -70.8252 0.0001

11-\6 MI -0.794\ 0.0141 -56.3782 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6725 0.0142 -47.5076 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4644 0.0139 -33.3303 0.000\

31-40 MI -0.3285 0.0\38 -23.7590 0.000\

4\-55 MI -0.2260 0.0\35 -16.70\ I 0.000\

56-70 MI -0.0943 0.0131 -7.\853 0.0001

1983 0.3535 0.0457 7.7409 0.0001

\986 0.2251 0.0302 7.4441 0.000\

\988 0.0962 0.0238 4.0492 0.0001

\990 -0.0\39 0.0\71 -0.8\67 0.4142

INTERCEPT 5.7373 1.99\ I 2.88\5 0.0040

N=1920

Root MSE#" 0.20760

Dep. Mean 1.00361

R-square

Adj R-sq

0.7835

0.7800

Number of Cross Sections 384

Time Series Length 5

Variance Component for Cross Sections

Variance Component for Time Series

Variance Component for Error

0.026205

0.000008

0.018000

F Value

Prob>F
220.42

0.0001 SSE

MSE

36.05526 DFE \888

0.0\9097 Root MSE 0.\38192
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TABLE 4. Regression Results for IntraLATA Toll Rate Regression Model,..(.

Estimation Method OLS Estimation Method Fuller-Sattese

Variable Estimate Std. Error t Statistic Prob>ITI

APPOINT 0.0202 0.0075 2.6900 0.0072

CABLEPEN -0.1434 0.0809 -1.7730 0.0764

CABLEREG -0.0871 0.0129 -6.7720 0.0001

COMPACC -0.1195 0.0509 -2.3480 0.0190

COMPACC*FORT500 -0.0073 0.0013 -5.7170 0.0001

FORT500 0.0032 0.0008 3.8290 0.0001

INCOME -0.0001 4.69E-06 -12.3090 0.0001

INTRACOMP -0.0066 0.0064 -1.0360 0.3004

JANUARY -0.0018 0.0007 -2.4790 0.0133

JULY -0.0823 0.0263 -3.1280 0.0018

JULY2 0.0005 0.0002 3.0270 0.0025

LOBBY 0.0032 0.0012 2.5650 0.0104

REPUBLICAN -0.0195 0.0090 -2.1710 0.0301

AMERITECH -0.2764 0.0521 -5.3060 0.0001

BELLAT -0.1239 0.0512 -2.4190 0.0156

BELLSTH -0.2423 0.0557 -4.3460 0.0001

NYNEX -0.0346 0.0564 -0.6130 0.5398

PACTEL -0.2232 0.0578 -3.8600 0.0001

SWBELL -0.3014 0.0525 -5.7380 0.0001

USWEST -0.4100 0.0576 -7.1160 0.0001

0-10 MI -0.9719 0.0188 -51.6880 0.0001

11-16 MI -0.8020 0.0188 -42.6510 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6767 0.0188 -35.9900 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4969 0.0188 -26.4280 0.0001

31-40 MI -0.3598 0.0188 -19.1330 0.0001

41-55 MI -0.2258 0.0188 -12.0090 0.0001

56-70 MI -0.1006 0.0188 -5.3500 0.0001

1983 0.3102 0.0263 11.7890 0.0001

1986 0.3206 0.0190 16.8750 0.0001

1988 0.2380 0.0162 14.6870 0.0001

1990 0.0997 0.0151 6.6210 0.0001

INTERCEPT 5.5840 1.0449 5.3440 0.0001

Variable Estimate Std. Error t Statistic Prob>lll

APPOINT 0.0209 0.0143 1.4675 0.1424

CABLEPEN 0.0256 0.1449 0.1767 0.8597

CABLEREG -0.0906 0.0234 -3.8710 0.0001

COMPACC -0.1211 0.0941 -1.2861 0.1986

COMPACC*FORT500 -0.0070 0.0024 -2.9319 0.0034

FORT500 0.0029 0.0015 1.8620 0.0628

INCOME -0.0001 8.60E-06 -6.0941 0.0001

INTRACOMP -0.0089 0.0089 -0.9978 0.3185

JANUARY -0.0016 0.0013 -1.1904 0.2341

JULY -0.0683 0.0499 -1.3670 0.1718

JULY2 0.0004 0.0003 1.3321 0.1830

LOSBY 0.0031 0.0023 1.3484 0.1777

REPUBLICAN -0.0176 0.0134 -1.3109 0.1900

AMERITECH -0.2281 0.0973 -2.3450 0.0191

BELLAT -0.1054 0.0959 -1.0987 0.2721

BELLSTH -0.2056 0.1048 -1.9611 0.0500

NYNEX -0.0011 0.1051 -0.0108 0.9914

PACTEL -0.1905 0.1093 -1.7436 0.0814

SWBELL -0.2652 0.0991 -2.6760 0.0075

USWEST -0.3657 0.1069 -3.4211 0.0006

O-IOMI -0.9709 0.0137 -70.9223 0.0001

11-16 MI -0.7942 0.0141 -56.4583 0.0001

17-22 MI -0.6725 0.0141 -47.5551 0.0001

23-30 MI -0.4646 0.0139 -33.3673 0.0001

31-40 MI -0.3287 0.0138 -23.7843 0.0001

41-55 MI -0.2259 0.0135 -16.7061 0.0001

56-70 MI -0.0944 0.0131 -7.1958 0.0001

1983 0.3622 0.0454 7.9865 0.0001

1986 0.2309 0.0300 7.7021 0.0001

1988 0.0996 0.0235 4.2448 0.0001

1990 -0.0126 0.0170 -0.7415 0.4585

INTERCEPT 4.8623 1.9777 2.4586 0.0140

N=I920 ,.

Root MSE

Dep. Mean

0.20598

1.00361

R-square

Adj R-sq

0.7869

0.7834

Number of Cross Sections 384

Time Series Length 5

Variance Component for Cross Sections

Variance Component for Time Series

Variance Component for Error

0.025512

0.000008

0.017996

F Value

Prob>F

224.86

0.0001 SSE

MSE

36.07377 DFE 1888

0.019107 RootMSE 0.138228



Table 5. Estimates: Impact of Explanatory Variables on IntraLATA call prices.

**includes interaction.

Model 1*

Continuous (elasticities).

Variable } Elasticity
CABLEPEN 0.02
FORT500 -0.04
INCOME -0.76
JANUARY -0.06
JULY -6.76
LOBBY 0.02

Discrete (coefficients).

APPOINT 0.04
CABLEREG -0.10
REPUBLICAN -0.04
AMERITECH -0.39
BELLAT -0.29
BELLSTH -0.35
NYNEX -0.23
PACTEL -0.32
SWBELL -0.39
USWEST -0.57
0-10 MI -0.97
11- 16 MI -0.79
17-22 MI -0.67
23-30 MI -0.46
31-40 MI -0.33
41-55 MI

..
-0.23

56-70 MI -0.09
1983 0.36
1986 0.23
1988 0.10
1990 -0.01

*All estimates based on

variance components estimation.

Model 2*

Continuous (elasticities).

Variable Elasticity
CABLEPEN -2.93E-03
COMPACC -0.03
FORT500** -0.03
INCOME -0.68
JANUARY -0.04
JULY -6.44
LOBBY 0.02

Discrete (coefficients).

APPOINT 0.05
CABLEREG -0.15
INTRACOMP** -0.01
REPUBLICAN -0.04
AMERITECH -0.36
BELLAT -0.24
BELLSTH -0.33
NYNEX -0.19
PACTEL -0.36
SWBELL -0.38
USWEST -0.54
0-10 MI -0.97
11-16 MI -0.79
17-22 MI -0.67
23-30 MI -0.46
31-40 MI -0.33
41-55 MI -0.23
56-70 MI -0.09
1983 0.36
1986 0.23
1988 0.09
1990 -0.01

Model 3*

Continuous (elasticities).

I Variable Elasticity

CABLEPEN 0.01

COMPACC** -0.26

FORT500** 1.50E-03

INCOME -0.68

JANUARY -0.04

JULY -5.15

LOBBY 0.02

Discrete (coefficients).

APPOINT 0.04

CABLEREG -0.18

INTRACOMP -0.018

REPUBLICAN -0.04

AMERITECH -0.23

BELLAT -0. I I

BELLSTH -0.21

NYNEX 0.00

PACTEL -0. 19

SWBELL -0.27

USWEST -0.37

0-10 MI -0.97

11-16 MI -0.79

17-22 MI -0.67

23-30 MI -0.46

31-40 MI -0.33

41-55MI -0.23

56-70 MI -0.09

1983 0.36

1986 0.23

1988 0.10

1990 -0.01


